
Walter L. Faison is a native of Warsaw, North Carolina, and
currently resides in Durham, North Carolina.  He graduated
from the University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill with a BA
in biology.  Faison is an avid Born and Bred Tar Heel...not only
does he bleed Carolina Blue; he also believes that our Carolina
Blue skies are evidence that God is indeed a Tar Heel!
Faison had two motivators to collect stamps at an early age.  His
grandmother, Sallie Faison, was a domestic at Camp Lejeune
Marine Corp Base in Jacksonville, NC.  Often, deplored soldiers
would write her from various countries.  Sallie was fascinated
by the colorful stamps; started collecting and soon was writing
back encouraging the soldiers to write more often.  She shared
her newfound hobby with him.  His second motivator was his
mother, Sadie Faison,  a school teacher.  Her graduated students
ventured to different parts of the US and the world and often
wrote letters to keep a connection to 'home.'  She in turn became
curious of the multitudes of stamps and cancellations that
showed up in the mailbox and started collecting them.
As Faison grew a little older, he became more interested in
collecting baseball cards and rock/minerals.  Soon he was
playing sports, gained an interest in music and there was no
longer time for hobbies.
Always a history buff, the issuance of the 1999 Malcolm X
Black Heritage and a gift from his wife, "Trailblazer on
Stamps," made him again take an interest in the US Postal
Service. Faison soon started conversing with Sanford L. Byrd
and Maurice Eldridge and joined ESPER in 2000.  Under their
tutelage, he began collecting Martin Luther King World-Wide.
 In addition to continuing  MLK, Faison also collects the Great
American Series, Distinguished Americans Series, The Black
Heritage Series, Louis Armstrong, Nelson Mandela, Muhammad
Ali, President Barrack Obama, Blacks on US, places he has
visited and most recently - US National Parks.



Faison was voted onto the Board of Directions in January 2011
and elected President of ESPER in 2012 and he continues to
serve in that capacity.  He is also very active in the NC ESPER
Chapter.  He looks forward to meeting you, hearing your ideas,
assisting in your causes, and growing ESPER.
Faison is married to Desdemona Lewis Faison.  They have two
daughters: Keia, a medical student and Iyana, a college senior
and aspiring social worker.
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